SpotEQ Privacy Policy

1 Data Collected by SpotEQ and its Owner

SpotEQ and its owner reserves the right to collect **ONLY** the following forms of user data:

- **1.1 Notification of New App Download**
  - SpotEQ will send notification to its owner's server when first launched, for analytic purposes. This notification is only sent until it reaches the server one time, after which only a complete re-install of the app will trigger it again.

- **1.2 Number of Tracks Played and Playback Duration**
  - In intervals no less than 10 minutes apart, SpotEQ will send regular updates to the owner's server including:
    - Number of tracks played since last successful transmission
    - Aggregate duration of playback since last successful transmission
    - ID number provided by iOS that cannot be linked to your identity in any way other than distinguishing one device’s statistics from another device’s statistics.

- **1.3 Website Visits**
  - The owner’s server will record, when applicable, which service referred you to the site (i.e. Facebook, App Store, or an ad campaign). Otherwise, no information other than that which is provided automatically by your browser will be collected or stored.

2 Data Provided to Spotify's Service

- **2.1 Requests for Additional Data within the App**
  - When you perform an action that requests information from Spotify’s service, you consent to that request being sent to Spotify’s service in your name. Such requests include accessing playlists, performing searches, opening artist or album details, playing a song, etc. SpotEQ and its owner have no control over how Spotify stores or uses this information, so you should refer to Spotify’s Privacy Policy for usage details.
• 2.2 Music Playback Details
  • Spotify likely collects information about which artists and songs you listen to most, when you listen to them, etc. Any time you request to listen to a song, Spotify may keep a record of your request to play that song. However, you can enable “Private Session” in SpotEQ’s Settings to limit Spotify’s use of that data. The exact implications of “Private Session” mode are not known, however. Spotify does not disclose this information to developers, so SpotEQ’s owner cannot warrant that this data will not be stored or used by Spotify in some fashion.

• 2.3 Login Credentials
  • Obviously, SpotEQ must send your login credentials to Spotify’s servers to allow you access to their services. After initial login, SpotEQ stores a so-called “credential” given by Spotify’s service that allows SpotEQ to log in again without asking the user to enter a password. SpotEQ never stores your password directly, nor does it transmit your username or password to any server besides Spotify.

Complete details on the types of information Spotify may collect from SpotEQ can be found here: https://web.archive.org/web/20130526205541/https://www.spotify.com/us/legal/privacy-policy/. Spotify is limited to collecting data types detailed here because SpotEQ utilizes libspotify, a resource last updated by Spotify on May 27, 2013. Therefore, they may only collect types of data users consented to at that time.

3 Data NOT Collected or Transmitted by SpotEQ

As described above, Spotify is limited to collecting the types of data they mentioned in their privacy policy on May 27, 2013. Therefore, SpotEQ may NOT collect, store, or transmit the following types of information that Spotify mentions in their current privacy policy (updated Aug 19, 2015):

• 3.1 GPS Location
  • SpotEQ will never access, store, or transmit location data from your device.

• 3.2 Motion Sensor Data
  • SpotEQ will never access, store, or transmit accelerometer, gyroscope, or related data from your device.

• 3.3 Photos, Contacts, or Media Files
  • SpotEQ will never access, store, or transmit photos, contacts, or media files from your device.